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Early days
Leslie James Grimes was born in 1897 in Chertsey, Surrey, the son of Alfred Edward Grimes and Ann Elizabeth Grimes. In 1911 the
family were living at Wisteria Cottage, Staines Lane, Chertsey, with Leslie at school and aged 13. (1)(2)
Leslie served in World War 1 as a Private in the Royal Fusiliers, in France, followed by service in the Royal Flying Corps (the forerunner of
the RAF). He received the Victory Medal, the British War Medal, and the 1914-1915 Star. He ‘disembarked’ from the Forces in 1915, and
went on to study at Kingston Art School. (3)(4)
Family life and profession
In 1923 Leslie and Annie McDonnell Ewen (from Ilford, Essex) were married in Staines, Middlesex. They lived in Surrey and their first
child was John Michael Grimes (b. 1924). Between 1925 and 1933 they had two addresses in Surrey (‘Muenweir’, and Trumps Mill in
Virginia Water) and they had two more sons, Stephen Barry (b. 1927) and Gerald Mark (b. 1930). (1)(5)
After Art School, Leslie built a reputation in motoring art, producing illustrations for the brochures of some well-known sports cars and
motorcycles. His clients included MG cars, Brough motorcycles, and Douglas motorcycles. He also did artwork for children’s annuals, with

the emphasis on movement, speed and fun. From here Leslie typically signed his artwork with GRIMES in upper case, or a G in upper
case.

In 1927 Leslie succeeded David Low as the artist and political cartoonist at The Star, London’s leading evening newspaper at the time.
Low was leaving to join the Evening Standard at the personal invitation of owner Lord Beaverbrook, and went on to an illustrious career
in newspapers. Up until his departure from The Star, Low had been co-producing a series in The Star called ‘Low and I’ with the wellestablished author and Star columnist F. W. Thomas. Thomas was a prolific contributor to The Star, as well as a successful author of
books of humorous tales about country life and its characters. One of many such characters was ‘The Cobbler’, drawn by Leslie. (6)(7)

The ‘Low and I’ series was in the form of a weekly column detailing Thomas and Low’s visits to various landmarks and tourist attractions
in and around London. (7)
On David Low’s departure, Leslie, an artist on The Star who signed some of his work as “Gee”, took over from him as companion-in-arms
to Thomas. The new “Gee and I” column carried on the tradition for a few more years, although it came to an abrupt halt in April of 1929.
(7)
Unlike certain other British newspapers, the editorial stance of The Star and the News Chronicle had been highly critical of Hitler, even as
early as 1933. (7)
In 1934 Leslie and Annie were passengers on the cargo ship ‘Flandria’. They boarded at La Cor??ia (possibly La Coruña, Spain), the ship
being en route from Santes (?) to Southampton via Lisbon. Leslie’s occupation was recorded as ‘Artist’ with a home address of 8 Derbion
Road, Haslemere. It is not known if the journey was business or pleasure. (8)
In the mid-1930s Leslie and Annie had two more sons: Colin David (b. 1934), and Bruce Neil (b. 1936). (1)
Leslie’s son Gerald recalled that Leslie had done some racing at Brooklands racetrack, Surrey. It was the mid-1930s and Leslie took part
as a passenger in sidecar land speed records for the Douglas Motorcycle company. Leslie’s rather small build was put to good advantage
in this. (9)

In 1939 Leslie, Annie and five sons were still living in Surrey, but in Haslemere. Leslie was now 42 and officially recorded as ‘Artist
(cartoonist) Political and General, on Newspaper’. Their first son John Michael was now aged 15 and recorded as an Art Student. (10)
Leslie’s cartoons for The Star before the War reflected British and London life at the time, especially the stereotypes, and mishaps in
etiquette.
Having decided to take a break from writing stories for The Star, in 1939 F. W. Thomas teamed up again with Leslie to produce a series
of articles under the banner "F. W. Thomas and Grimes at Home with the Militia." In this series, which was published during the summer
of 1939, the pair visited a different army barracks every week. After "falling in" with the troops, Thomas and Grimes would observe the
daily regime and send illuminating reports back to the paper for publication every Saturday. This short-lived series was cut short by the
outbreak of the war. (7)
Note. Some of these articles were:
‘F.W. Thomas and GRIMES at home with the Militia’ No. 1: Arborfield, near Reading’ (July 29, 1939. Includes 4 text drawings by
Leslie).
‘F.W. Thomas and GRIMES at home with the Militia’ No. 2: Warley Barracks, Brentwood’ (August 5, 1939. Includes 4 text drawings
by Leslie).
‘F.W. Thomas and GRIMES at home with the Militia’ No. 3: Cookham, Hants’ (August 12, 1939. Includes 4 text drawings by
Leslie).
‘F.W. Thomas and GRIMES at Longmoor’ (August 19, 1939. Includes 5 text drawings by Leslie).
‘Great Fun – These Tanks’ (August 26, 1939. Includes 4 text drawings by Leslie).
‘Changing the landscape’ (Date not known. Includes 4 text drawings by Leslie). (7)

Wartime humour
Much British propaganda, official or otherwise, sought to ridicule rather than demonize its enemies. This imperative is particularly
apparent in the many books of satire and humour published during the war, as well as the many postcards and other ephemeral items
which sought to undermine Nazi authority. World War 2 can be justifiably regarded as a golden age of the British humorous cartoon. It
inspired the best work of established cartoonists such as Fougasse and Low, and made the reputations of younger artists such as Graham
Laidlaw, Ronald Searle, Rowland Emmett, Carl Giles, Leslie Grimes, Sidney Strube and Leslie Illingworth. Their collections of wartime
cartoons captured the mood of the nation, and they help us to picture life as it really was on the Home Front. (11)
Leslie’s wartime art
Leslie, who had a long career with the paper, continued with his regular feature "All My Own Work," which for many years was a
showcase for his outstanding drawings. In the early days of the war he was also noted for being the only British newspaper artist to visit
the Royal Air Force in France, before the events that led to the retreat at Dunkirk. Published exclusively in The Star, his sketches of
military life were flown home courtesy of the R.A.F.! (7)

Leslie’s cartoons during the War reflected the everyday humour of the masses, especially regarding rationing and other difficulties that
had to be endured. Dried eggs appeared on the scene and were quickly assimilated into recipe books and leaflets. Each tin contained the
equivalent of twelve eggs. Reconstituted dried eggs generally made a poor replacement for the real thing in the making of omelettes, but
as an ingredient in cooking they were more successful. Nevertheless, dried eggs were a constant butt of jokes, like the cartoon shown,
one of Leslie’s wartime cartoons in The Star, in a series called ‘All My Own Work’. Many from that series were also reproduced as ‘Tucks’
Postcards’ by Raphael Tuck and Sons. (11)

Leslie devised and drew one ‘All My Own Work’ cartoon for each issue of The Star during World War 2. These reflected the many
stereotypes, difficulties and misunderstandings of the day. He even did one with an ‘austerity’ theme (to explain the joke a little, during
the War all clothes and furniture etc. had to be ‘austerity‘ by law). (12)(13)
Note. Austerity appears to have been applied to The Star newspaper itself. At the time of writing, one wartime copy was available
and it showed signs of austerity (such as no ornate heading - just a small, simple title at the top left of the cover, and very few
adverts, each quite small). No doubt The Star had to be prudent with its use of paper.

Leslie had a narrow escape when a V1 flying bomb landed on Winchester Court, Kensington Church Street London. Leslie’s drawing shows
rescuers at work looking for survivors. He and the family lived a short way behind the wrecked building. Leslie had been standing in a
shop doorway, more or less at the centre of the picture, when the bomb exploded. He was blown to the back of the shop by the blast but
un-injured. Unfortunately a poor soul inside the shop was killed by the plate glass window which had preceded Leslie. (14)

At Piccadilly Circus there was little traffic then, mostly taxis and buses. The statue of Eros was completely boarded-up to protect it
against shrapnel, with hoardings all around it. Leslie once had his poster designs on those Eros hoardings, advertising Evening Classes
run by the LCC (London County Council). (15)
Note. Leslie’s original sketches for these and the corresponding posters are listed as being held by London Metropolitan Archives :
City of London, 40 Northampton Road, London EC1 OHB, ref. LCC/EO/HFE/12/4.
Leslie also designed a poster for the ‘Careless Talk Costs Lives’ campaign, entitled ‘Be Like Dad, Keep Mum’. It contained 12 colour
images by Leslie. (16)

Living and working on the Strood
In around 1945 Leslie and family moved into Strood Villa, (aka Pyefleet House) on The Strood, Peldon. Their children now totalled seven:
John Michael Grimes (b. 1924), Stephen Barry Grimes (b.1927), Gerald Mark Grimes (b. 1930), Colin David Grimes (b. 1934), Bruce Neil
Grimes (b. 1936) and Paul Hamish Grimes (b. 1941). There was one other child, but at the time of writing, details are unknown.
(18.1)(1)
Leslie was still employed by The Star in the same role, but now he was working from home, using an old carriage house at the rear of the
property as a studio. Locally he was known affectionately as ‘Grimey’. (18.2)(12)

Penny Pullen, one of the daughters of Ivan and Mary Pullen of the Peldon Rose public house, recalled many years later that she had art
lessons with Leslie, and that he used to grumble at having to produce a daily cartoon for The Star throughout the war. Penny also
recalled that it was ‘Grimey’ who painted the pub sign with a large white rose on one side and a large red one on the other – drawn from
two of Ivan’s precious roses. (12)

Note. Did it replace the old sign described in the 1880 novel ‘Mehala’ by East Mersea’s Rector, the Reverend Sabine Baring Gould?
“....There was the inn an old-fashioned house, with a vine scrambling over the red-tile roof, and an ancient standard sign, before
the door, on the green, bearing a rose, the size of a giant turnip.....”
It is thought locally that Leslie spoke at a meeting of the Peldon Womens Institute, but at the time of writing this could not be confirmed.
Strood Villa and its surroundings must have seemed idyllic to the boys, with a large house and garden, marshes to explore, and
opportunities to do boating. Son Gerald later became a cartoonist himself, with a Blog showing his own cartoons and other creative work.
In his later years he posted up his teenage memories of the family life at Strood Villa. The following is a selection of those Blog posts,
slightly abridged. (17)
Note: Gerald mentions The Strood as being part of Mersea Island. This was technically correct at the time, but it has since become
part of Peldon due to changes in local boundaries.
Strood Villa, Mersea Island 1945

This is a Birdseye picture of Strood Villa bought by my family in around 1945. It was on the edge of the marshes and was used as
fortifications to guard the Strood causeway leading to Mersea Island during WW2. We had to de-fortify it, which meant moving
many hundreds of sandbags and several gun emplacements. It became a brilliant family home, a real-life ‘Swallows and Amazons’
to us children. The image was drawn from memory by my brother Colin Grimes. (18.1)

Essex Marshes

A drawing by my brother Colin Grimes of one of our boats pulled up onto the grass island on the Pyefleet marshes near West
Mersea in the late 40s. The boat was called ‘Sudden Death’ due to us fitting a sail on what was supposed to be a rowing boat. I’m
happy to say it didn’t live up to its name, but did result in a lot of involuntary swimming. Strood Villa can be seen in the
background. (18.2)
Roger the Lodger
Our family dog Roger, was a sort of Essex marshes mongrel black Labrador, master of all trades. Somehow and with no doubt the
cooperation of the local bus crews, he learned how to catch the bus from the stop outside our house, go off to Colchester quite a
few miles away, and spend a few days with his girlfriends before catching the bus back (from a busy bus station!). We would hear
the bus stopping outside the house and he would quietly sneak in, tail between legs, for he knew he was up for a couple of days
on the end of a chain.
He loved water and would swim for pleasure, which was handy as he normally stank of mud, dead fishy things and seaweed. As he
was so fond of the sea, I taught him to crew my sailing dinghy, which he was very good at, obeying ‘lee-oh’ commands and
‘holding a sheet’ etc. He did seem to enjoy it. I had to take care as when I went out alone, as he sometimes would attempt to join
me in the boat. I was once sailing down the Pyefleet near the River Colne when I saw a black object being swept out to sea. At
first I thought it was a seal, but looking again I saw it was Roger - frantically swimming against the tide; when I sailed up to
rescue him, he was wagging his tail underwater.

His other hobby was trying to catch rabbits on the far side of the field behind our house. He would charge in a straight line
gathering speed all the way, but when he would get to the bunnies they would step aside, and he, not being able to stop because
he was going too fast, would skid and somersault for the next twenty yards or so, just as they do in Disney cartoons. A dog of all
dogs...an Essex dog. (18.3)
Pyefleet Creek....Low Tide

1940s Zeal parked up waiting for a sail. Painted from memory on a tablet computer. (18.4)

Studio in Essex

My father Leslie Grimes at work in his studio in Essex. He was a cartoonist for a London evening paper right through the war, and
moved the family out to the country to live in Strood Villa on the Essex marshes. The painting on the right is one of his. He was a
very proficient painter. The desk on the left was mine, where I was supposed to be drawing, but if he looked over his shoulder out
of the window, he most probably would have seen me sailing a boat out on the Pyefleet Channel. The coach house at the back of
the house was my father’s studio. (18.5)

The Pyefleet Marshes

Painting and drawing by my brother Colin Grimes of the marshes that surrounded our house in Essex during the late 40s. It was a
place of great solitude then, not a power boat within sight or earshot, and even the road crossing the creeks to nearby Mersea
Island was usually empty, so much so that we sometimes sailed a homemade land yacht on it. Totally magic and never forgotten.
(18.6)

Edge of the Essex Marshes

The road to Mersea Island on the east coast. Marshes are on the right, and the house on the left is where we lived in the late 40s.
On high tides the sea would be just a few yards from the front door and I have sailed my boat across the road! In the heavy
winter of 1947 a snow drift covered the front of the house right up to the upstairs windows due to the heavy winds, and all was
dark inside. We were cut off for a while until the road was cleared. The marshes opposite were covered in thick ice brought-in by
the tide. (18.7)
Spring Tide

The road to Mersea Island on a high tide. In my younger days we lived at one end of this causeway leading to Mersea Island on
the Essex coast. At some high tides the road was under water, and we were forever being asked if we had a phone (before
mobiles) by drivers who didn't realise how deep the water was, resulting in their engines getting flooded. (18.8)
Moon over Ray Island

A rising spring tide on the Essex marshes... painted on a tablet computer. (18.9)
Scrapbook 14

We moved there to be close to the Colchester Military Hospital, where my oldest brother was sent after being badly wounded
during the Normandy invasion. For us youngsters it was heaven, being surrounded by marshes back and front and high tide
coming up to a few feet from the front door. We sailed the Blackwater and the River Colne, both being in easy reach depending on
the tides. The house had been converted into a fort during the early war years, to guard the nearby Strood Causeway leading to
Mersea Island. Us children were given the task of moving hundreds of sandbags out. It was hard work bringing it back to a decent
state, and when that was done it was ‘Swallows and Amazons’ full time. In the 40s there was only one other house on the
causeway road, and no trippers to speak of. The locals used to tell them the salt flats were highly dangerous and could swallow
them up instantly, so it was rare to see anybody out there save the odd marshman, and happily no jet-skis or gin palaces to foul
the peace and quiet. We only came into the house to listen to ITMA (‘It’s That Man Again’ – a very popular radio comedy
programme). I even slept in the yard, which had an extremely cosy tack room. I had very muddy boots on for most of the time. It
was a sad day when we were packed off to a London house and our paradise was sold to some other lucky people. One of my
younger brothers ran away and lived in a tent on the Pyefleet marsh for some months, I would have joined him, but art school
beckoned... (18.10)
Moorings on the Pyefleet Channel 1948

Playground of our youth.... A work by my brother Colin Grimes from memory. (18.11)
After Peldon
The Grimes family moved from Strood Villa at either the end of 1948 or very early in 1949, and moved to London. (19)

Retirement

In 1952 Leslie and Annie retired and settled in Ibiza, where Leslie concentrated on painting locally and taking part in local art exhibitions
and fairs. Details of his life and paintings over there can be seen in the website of the local art museum. Leslie and Annie remained in
Ibiza until sometime between 1975 and 1978 approximately. (20)
Annie died in February 1979 in London aged 84, and Leslie died in January 1983 aged 85, in Richmond-upon-Thames. (1)
...........................................
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